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muon-detecting sensors in the Queen's Cham

pattern of muons the sen$or$ detp.Ct#"ffi

predieted'by anyone until our

,of scientists recently announced the

mysterious empty space within the Pyramid of Khufu, or the

Great Pyramid of Giza, in Egypt. This 4,500-year-old tomb is

considered one of the ancient wonders of
the world.

To study the inside of the pyramid,

researchers used an imaging tech-

nique that detects muons. Muons

are fast-moving, charged subatomic
particles that are smaller than

an atom. They are created when

cosmic rays traveling through space '



HIGH-TECH:
Researchers
examine their
findings using
augmented-
reality glasses.

SETTING UP: Researchers
place muon detectors in
the Queen's Chamber.
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This past October, 245 daredevils

wearing harnesses attached to ropes

jumped off a 30 meter (98 foot)tall

bridge near 56o Paulo, Brazil, in

an attempt to set a world record.

Thanks to physics, the stunt was a

success-and no one got hurt.

The daredevils needed to ensure

they wouldn't decelerate, or slow

down, all at once when theY reached

the end of their roPes. That's whY

they chose to use climbing ropes

with plenty of elasticity. This ability to

stretch helped to slow the jumPers'

descent gradually. "lf the rope is too

stiff, the deceleration will be very

fast, which could be damaging," saYs

Jim LaBelle, a physicist at Dartmouth

College in New HamPshire. RaPid

deceleration is what causes the

harmful whiplash effect in a car

accident, he says.

After the rope stretched to its

limit, the pendulum effecf took over.

The jumpers began moving in a side-

to-side motion typical of a pendulum.

The friction from air resistance then

slowed the jumPers until theY came

to a complete stop.

-Spenser Mestel

Why Onions Make You CrY
Slicing into an onion will bring tears to your eyes. But no one

understood why this vegetable could make you cry until recently.

Researchers at Case Western University in Ohio discovered that

onions contain a protein -a large biological molecule-called alliinase,

as well as a chemical called sulfenic acid' These two substances

are usually kept apart within an onion's cells. But when you chop

an onion, the two substances mix, causing a chemical reaction.

It creates a new molecule called lachrymatory factor.

"This new molecule evaporates into a gas and floats up,

eventually reaching our eyes," says Josie Silvaroli, the lead

author of the study. The molecule irritates our eyes, which

-*{-.*i \y' oto You \r KNOW? \
Onions'chemical jlllull5 ullElllludl I

composition t
makes them r

toxic to dogs {
and cats.

- ' !,/r'/ react by making tears to flush it out -Jeanette Ferrara
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Scientists recently announced
the discovery of ancient remains
from a giant winged creature in

the Gobi Desert in Mongolia. The
now-extinct giant pterosaur was
one of the largest living things to
ever take flight.

Pterosaurs lived around the
same time as dinosaurs, more
than '100 million years ago. They
were the 'firsl vertebrates-
animals with a backbone-to
evolve the ability to fly.

The recently discovered giant
pterosaur was the first ever found
in Asia. "This new find shows that
giant pterosaurs had spread over
most of the world before being
wiped out," says Brian Andres, a
paleontologist at the University of
Texas at Austin.-Jeanette Ferrara

This chart shows the
height and wingspan
of a giant pterosaur
compared with the
height and arm span
of an average adult
male. About how
many humans would
need to stand
together with their
arms outstretched to
equal the
pterosaur's
wingspan?

SOUFCE: NATIONAL GEOGRApHTC
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Months after Hurricane Maria

devastated Puerto Rico last

Septembel many residents still lack

food, clean water, and electricity.

The storm destroyed much of the

U.S. territory's infrastructure, leaving

people without cell phone service

or access to the internet. Now a

network of hi-tech balloons, called

Project Loon, is helping restore

communications to people on the

hard-hit island.

Project Loon is made up of a fleet

of 15 meter (49 foot)-wide balloons,

which soar up to 20 kilometers (12

miles) above Earth-about twice as

high as commercial airlines fly. The

balloons' solar-powered antennas

allow them to communicate with

one another and with antennas on

the ground. That increases the area

where people can receive internet

6 unncns.zora

service. So far, Project Loon

has provided more than 100,000

Puerto Ricans with a wireless

connection. -Spenser Mestel
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210,000 t::.'5:::"
spilled last November from the Keystone
Pipeline-a controversial pipeline that
crosses parts of the U.S. and Canada.
ll il i|lltl til t tilt il]]lt iiil lltillSneaky Slugs

A type of brightly
colored sea slug has a
clever trick to get two
meals for the price of
one. Cratena peregrina is

a species of nudibranch

found in the Mediterranean

Sea that likes to eat tiny
sea creatures called
hydroids. But according
to scientists, C. peregrina
prefers hydroids that have

themselves just eaten
plankton. Eating a stuffed
hydroid is like getting a
double helping of supper.

Flesearchers call the
newly discovered feeding
behavior kleptopredati on,

from the Greek word for
thief. "We are now asking
whether the phenomenon

of kleptopredation is found
in other marine species,"
says Trevor Willis, a

marine biologist at the
University of Portsmouth
in England.

-Greg Uyeno

_,//,/,/.,/.2
STARTLING CREATURES
Sea slugs, or nudibranchs ,' ar. kno*n '1
for their brilliant colors and wild ,/ ,,
shapes. More than 3,000 species o,f 

/,./.
sea slugs are known to exist, and Z/ .y'

. scientists believe there may be 3,OOO ,

.^o.r.Y:rto 
be discovere). /, /Z

wrld dancing
motion.

The draqon-'W
uses stinging
cells from
the jellyfish it
eats to attack
predators.

I

involving self-driving

cars between

2014 and 2017

that were caused

by human error.
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January-every state except Hawaii.
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The number of Ad6lie penguin

chicks remaining in one Antarctic
colony after thousands of chicks died
of starvation during the most recent
breeding season.

The Spanish ,lt:

Dancer, orWswims ',..

away from //
predators in a I

t

v

W'
exudes a ,:r.

sweet, fruity a.
smell. A l:

is called a
"bououet." I
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scientists confirm a revolutionary theory about our universe
that inspired a famous young adult novel and a new movie

ESSENTIAL QUESTION: How does science
influence Iiterature?

n March 9, a movie based
on the beloved science
fantasy novel A Wrinklc in
Timehits the big screen.
Although it is a work of

flction, Madeleine IJEngle's book was
inspired by a real scientific principle
proposed by renowned physicist Albert
Einstein-a theory that researchers
recently confirmed.

More than 100 years ago, Einstein
suggested that space and time can warp
and wrinkle. In the 1940s, IJEngle read
a book about Einstein and his theories.
She worked his idea about wrinkling
spacetime into an interplanetary
adventure, which she started writing in
1959. In the story awkward teenager
Meg Murry leads her little brother and
a classmate on a quest to rescue her
father, abrilliant physicist trapped on
a distant planet during a top-secret
experiment gone wrong. Einstein's
wrinkles allow the trio of kids to jump
through space, visiting other planets
without a spacecraft.

LEngle struggled to getA Wrinkte
in Time published. Publishers said its
concepts were too complex for young
adults-her intended audience-to
understand. And some feared readers

wouldn't want a science fiction story
with a female protagonist. Dozens of
publishing companies rejected the
manuscript. But after the book was
flnally published in 1962, it won the
Newbery Medal for children's literature.
It became a runaway success and is
considered a classic.

IJEngle was far from the only person
intrigued by Einstein's ideas about
spacetime. Scientists have been trying
to find ways to confirm or disprove his
theory since it was first announced. In
the past few years, they finally made
some headway. They've discovered
that our universe truly does rippte and
wrinkle the way Einstein predicted.

Last November, three physicists
who laid the foundation for detecting
these wrinkles, called graui,tational
'tDeDeE, received the prestigious Nobel
Prize for their work. Scientists believe
the groundbreaking discovery offers a
radical new way to study the cosmos.

EINSTEIN'S INSIGI{TS
In 1915, Einstein published his

theory ofgeneral relativity. It stated
that three-dimensional space is
connected to a fourth dimension: time.
Einstein described this concept, known
as spacetime. He proposed that the

Conti,nued on the nert page )

lmagine a rubber sheet stretched out
tight. The sheet represents spacetime.
Placing a massive object like a bowling ball
on the sheet would cause it to stretch and
bend. A marble placed near the bowling
ball would roll toward it. Einstein proposed
that a similar phenomenon in spacetime
attracts objects to one another-the effect
we know as gravity. A massive object like
the sun, for example, bends the space
around it, pulling Earth toward it.
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presence of matter and energy

causes spacetime to curve. That

curvature creates grauity, the force

that attracts objects to one another (see

Wa,tped Space, p.9).
General relativity predicts that in some areas

of spacetime, called b\ack holes, gravity is so

strong that even light cart't escape. Einstein's

theory suggests that explosions and violent
collisions in space, like one between two black

holes, send gravitational waves through space-

time, much like the way a dropped pebble sends

ripples across a pond. These waves "change the

shape of spacetime itself, which stretches and

shrinks as they move," says Marco Cavaglii, an

astrophysicist at the University of Mississippi.

Einstein's idea of gravitational waves inspired

the title and storyline of LiEngle's book. The

children in the novel travel across wrinkles in
spacetime. A character named Mrs. Whatsit uses

an analogy of a traveling insect to explain the
process. She says a bug would take a long time

to walk across her skirt. But if she were to fold
the fabric-similar to how gravitational waves

bend spacetime-she could bring two distant

sections closer together. The insect could then

walk over the fold and take a shortcut

from one side ofher skirt to the other.

THE HUNT FOR WRINKLES
Einstein thought that wrinkles in

spacetime would be too small to detect.

But as technology advanced, scientists

took on the challenge. In the 1960s, they

hatched a plan to use concentrated light from
lasers to measure changes in spacetime as

gravitational waves pass through it. In the

1990s, construction began on a giant

pair of instruments called the Laser

Interferometer Gravitational-Wave

Observatory GIGO) to accom-

plish the feat (see How LIGO
Works, right).

To detect gravitational

r waves, LIGO has to sense a

shift equivalent to a hair's-

width change in the distance

between the sun and its nearest

neighboring star. "It's the most
precise measurement device humans

have ever built," says Cavaglid, who is a

member of the IJGO collaboration.

LIGO launched its hunt for Einstein's ripples

in2002. By 2010, the search had come up empff.

But researchers didn't give up. They rebuilt the

detectors to make them 10 times more sensitive.

Days after scientists switched on LIGO's new

detectors in 2015, the first gravitational waves

directly measured on Earth rocked the sensors.

And they matched the pattem for a collision
between two black holes predicted by Einstein's

theory. "When we saw these signals, it was

amazing and almost a little scary," says Cavaglib.

"We realized this was something big-a perfect

signal." Since then, they've detected five more

black hole collisions and a crash between two
neutron strors, which form when giant staxs

explode and collapse.

UNDERSTANDING THE UNIVERSE
Many scientists believe the biggest discov-

eries are yet to come. "Almost everything we

know about the universe up to now comes from
studying light," says Nergis Mavalvala, a LIGO

member and physicist at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technolog5z. But some objects, like
black holes, don't emit light. "Gravitational

waves open up a new way to observe," she says.

INTERPLANETARY
GUIDES: Mrs.
Whatsit (bottom
/eff), Mrs. Which
(/eff), and Mrs.
Who (below) aid
the children on
their journey in
the new movie
A Wrinkle in Time.
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lnside LIGO, beams of llght simultaneously travel down two

2.5-mile-long arms and reflect off a mirror at the end of each
arm. Normally, the reflected light waves reach a detector at their
starting point at the same time and cancel each other out, so no
signal is detected. But if a gravitational wave passes through the
arms, it distorts the light beams. As a result, they don,t match
up when they reach the detector, which registers a signal.

ffi

;m=*"*Ho-1.
,, Signal'

GRAVITATIONAL-WAVE
DISTORTION

:ffi'*"#0, )n^-
Strong
Signal

SOURCE: SCtENTtFtC AMERICAN

Along with studying black holes, scientists
could peer back into the early days of the
universe after its explosive birth during the big
bang.Whenthe universe was young, it was so
hot and dense that light couldn,t travel through
it. But gravitational waves streamed freely
through spacetime. Their imprint may linger
today, the way lines remain on a sandy beach
after waves hit the shore. For events that emit
light, like a neutron star collision, gravitational
waves provide a rich new stream of information.
"It's like transitioning from silent movies to
movies with sound," says Cavaglid.

Does the discovery of gravitational waves
mean it's possible to leap through space and

time, like in LEngle's novel? For now, no one
lorows. The waves might help researchers hunt
for evidence of wonnholes, says Mavalvala.
Scientists have theorized the existence of these
severely warped areas of space, which could
represent shortcuts across the universe.

"We don't even lcrow what such a thing
would look like," she says, ,,but if we someday
detected weird gravitational signals, it would be
beyond exciting to think about.,' #

-Jeruni,Jer 
Barone

s
CORE

QUESTION

Were
Einstein's
predictions
about gravita-
tional waves
cdrrect?
Support your
answer with
evidence.
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ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What types of concerns might
lead to a chemical being banned from use?

lot of the food you eat

would never have made

it to your plate if not for
bees. Along with other
p ollinatars, these busy

bugs help produce about one-third
of the world's crops. Without bees,

many flowering plants couldn't
produce seeds, nuts, fruits, or
vegetables. But bees could be

in danger. That's because many
farmers spray crops with common
pesticides ca)led neonicotinoid,s.
The chemicals kill harmful insects-
but some scientists worry they're
also hurting helpful bees.

TAI$'TED FSCIB

Neonicotinoids became popular
par[ly because they are safer for
birds and mammals than older
pesticides. Farmers apply neonic-
otinoids to about 95 percent of
the corn growrr in the U.S., half of
the soybeans, and many fruit and
vegetable crops. The chemicals are
neurotoxins. They kill insects by
disrupting their nentous sAstems-
the network that transmits signals

throughout the body (see Killer

Chemi,cals, p. 13).

The pesticides are

highly soluble in water. The

roots of crops absorb the dissolved
neonicotinoids from water in soil.

When bees feed on sweet necto,r

from the flowers of plants treated
with neonicotinoids, the insects get

exposed to them. The bees then
turn the tainted nectar into honey,

which is laced with the chemicals.

Scientists recently
tested 198 honey

samples from every conti-
nent except Antarctica and found

that 75 percent contained neonicoti-
noids. No samples had levels known
to harm humans, but about a third
contained levels dangerous to bees.

WORTH THE RISK?
Growing evidence shows that, in

low doses, neonicotinoids can affect
bees' disease-fighting immune
sAstenls, as well as their ability to

ri{
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Farmers add
neonicotinoids to water

sprayed on crops. Plants
absorb the water and take
up the chemicals, which

spread throughout
the entire plant,
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Neonicotinoids. Receptors
\e )bee./
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Transmitting O
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communicate,
fly, reproduce, and
navigate. At high doses,

the chemicals can kill the insects.
Concern over the pesticides has

led regulators to take action. The
European Union banned certain
neonicotinoids on some crops and
is considering a complete ban. The
U.S. Environmental protection

Agency is conducting a safety
review of the chemicals, including
their effects on pollinators.

Protecting these insects is
important, says Dave Goulson, a bee
biologist at the University of Sussex
in England. "If we didn't have polli-
nators, we wouldn't have tomatoes,
chili peppers,

blueberries, coffee,

or chocolate," he
says. In short, life
would be a lot
Iess sweet without
bees. #

-Ci,ci. 
Zhang

SCHOLASTIC.COM,/SCIENCEWORLD 1 3

Bees visit flowers to
drink a sugary liquid

called nectar. They also
pick up powdery

pollen grains, which
plants use to reproduce.
Both nectar and pollen

contain traces of

'/l/,//2///7,7,i//lr.rir/,
KILLER CHEMICALS

Neonicotinolds are the rnost
cornmoniy used insecticides in the
world. Here's how they kill bugs-
including bees.

O Neonicotinoids perrnanenfly
bind to recepfors-specialized
structures on nerve celis.

@ fnu bound neonicotinoids
block acetylcholine from binding
to the receptors. Acetylcholine is
a neu ratran sm itter- a cheniical
messenger that carries signals
between nerve cells.

0 By biocking an insect's acetyl-
choline receptors, which normally
activate muscles, neonicotlnoids
can lead to paralysis and death.
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ESSENTIAL QUESTION: How do processes inside Earth shape
the world as we know it?

ri r':r':''rr:::i ach yeat millions of visitors flock to

, Yellowstone National Park to marvel at its
::, :, '-:' ::' natural wonders. Inside the park, which spans

ll purts of Wyoming, Idaho, and Montana, geAsers

. ,.,,,,,,.,,,,,.;.:. spray boiling water high into the afu next to
multicolored hot springs. But Yellowstone's most unique

feature isn't something people can see-it's buried

8 kilometers (5 miles) underground.

Gigantic chambers of magma lie hidden beneath

Yellowstone. This mixture of melted rock, crystals,

and dissolved gases churns underground, providing the

heat that fuels Yellowstone's geysers and hot springs.

But the magma chambers aren't just furnaces for the
park's natural wonders. They're also the heart of a

ntperuolcano-an extremely large volcano that, if it
were to erupt, could change the face of Earth.

Scientists once believed supervolcanoes slowly built
up from donnancy-a period of relative inactivity-to
an eruption over thousands ofyears. But a recent

study suggests that the time between dormancy and a

supervolcano blowing its top could instead be decades.

Today, researchers are working to learn more about
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A REALLY BlG VOLCANO

The Yellowstone supervolcano sits above a large
plume of magma. Pressure from the plume puts stress
on Earth's crust, causing earthquakes and-in severe
cases-eruptions.

what's going on inside the Yellowstone supervolcano
to better understand when and how it could erupt.

Yellowstone is just one of about 20 supervolcanoes
scientists have found spread around the globe. ,,They,re

not the kind of volcano you see in a picture book,,'
says Michael Poland, the scientist-in-charge at the
Yellowstone Volcano Observatory. ,,There 

are no pointy
mountains-they're all underground. Bu[ they,re really,
preposterously big."

Conti,nued on nert page -)

CALDERA
This giant
bowl
hole is a
remnant of a
previous

MAGMA
Heat from
the plume .

partially f.
melts the
rock above,
creating

1r t:t.rj,

" riE'i-EfRi ---l\
. Magma heats \underground water -

reservoirs, causing them
to boil up and burst.

EARTHQUAKES
Bulging and
stretching of
Earth's crust
causes frequent

PI-UME
Hot plastic rock

\from deep in
Earth's mantle
nses
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Yellowstone formed over ahot spot, a
column of hot rock and magma rising up from
deep within Eafih (see A Really Big Volcano,
p. 15).Like a giant blowtorch, this fiery plume
heats the rocks under Yellowstone until they
melt. The resulting buildup of magma pushes up
on Earth's clast, or outermost layer.

A supervolcano's magma chambers can
remain dormant for millions of years, says

Poland. But the hot spot can suddenly begin
pumping large amounts of magma into the

system, causing the pressure inside the
chambers to increase. And when the pressure

becomes too high for the crust to contain, the
supervolcano can erupt.

No one can predict the timing or size of
the next supereruption at Yellowstone, but
it's possible that the fallout could cover much
of the U.S. in a layer of ash several inches to
several feet deep (see Blast Zone, left). Volcanic
particles spewed into the atmosphere could
temporarily block sunlight and cool Earth by
several degrees for as long as a decade. The
resulting uolcani,c 'toi,nter could make it hard to
grow food-leading to food shortages and mass
migrations of people and animals.

Scientists have examinedthe geo\ogic record,

around Yellowstone. FYom this layer of rock
left behind by sediment and volcanic activity,
they learned about some of the volcano's past
supereruptions. The oldest happened 2.1 million
years ago, Ieaving a cald,era, or crateq more than
97 lan (60 mi) across-about twice as wide as

Rhode Island. Most recently, an eruption 630,000
yeaxs ago ejected about 2,500 times more magma
than the 1980 eruption of Mount St. Helens in
Washington State, which killed 57 people.

Recently, a team of researchers hiked into
Yellowstone to learn more about the supervol-
cano's most recent eruption. They collected

Two previous supereruptions at Yellowstone-the Huckleberry
Bidge and Lava Creek eruptions-blanketed a large area of the
U.S. in a layer of ash. By comparison, the 1980 eruption of Mount
St. Helens-one of the most devastating eruptions in recent U.S.
history-produced an ash zone only 19 miles wide.

BLA$T ZOruE

I 0 400 KM

iTr-'l
0 300 tvlr

Helens
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volcanic crystals, which t
lbrm as magma cools, t
from deposits on Earth's il
surface. "The volcanic il
crystals reveal information t
aoour how lhe supererup- t
tion happened, as well as X
over what time frame," says ::

Hannah Shamloo, a researcher

from Arizona State University who
worked on the project.

The researchers closely examined the
crystals' layers with a scanning electron mi,cro-
scope. This instrument uses beams of negatively

charged particles called electrozs to scan an

object's surface to determine its composition

and structure. The outermost layer of the crys-

tals formed during the time it took for magma to
begin building beneath the supervolcano until its
emption. Shamloo and her colleagues expected

to see that this layer grew over hundreds of
thousands ofyears. Instead, it appeared that the
Iayer had formed in a matter of decades. The

scientists concluded that the supervolcano went
from dormancy to eruption much more quickly
than originally thought.

ru&'f, qJ Rdli " [] i i;A$YH ffi

Yellowstone's supervolcano may sound like
a disaster movie. But Poland says not to worry.

His team keeps a

constant eye out

. for signs that
could indicate
Yellowstone

might be

ready to blow.
To do

so, Poland

and his team
1' use avariety

of instruments

to infer, or make

educated guesses about,

what's happening inside the
volcano's magma chambers below.

Devices called seismographs measure energy

waves caused by earthquakes. And GPS sensors

placed around the park give Poland's leam

information ab otfi g r o uncl d efo rm atio n-how
volcanic activity causes the land to shift.

Earthquakes and ground movement are

common in such a geologically active area.

It would take drastic changes for Poland

to become concerned. Even if Yellowstone

erupted, he says, it wouldn't be world-ending.
"I get letters and emails from students who

are scared about superyolcanoes," says Poland.

"But let me be clear-a supereruption is very

rare, and there's no sign of it happening soon.

A supereruption would be devastating to the

region, but we would survive." ffi

-Jacob 
Batchelor
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A LEGO kit celebrating four pioneering female space

. . scientists has become one of the company,s hottest toys. The
"Women of NASA" set is the brainchild of science writer and
editor Maia Weinstock, a former editor at Science Wortd,.

./.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). It's her job to help
people understand the university's cutting-edge research. But her
efforts to bring science to a wider audience don,t stop there. For
the past several years, she's also been designing her own LEGO

, mini-figures of real-life scientists, like those featured in the new
kit, and sharing images of them onlhe.

,/ Then in 2OI A Woincf^nlz crr}'mi++^n

t' $*i iq

{

SUCCESSFUL
LAUNCH: Maia
Weinstock
signed copies of
the set for fans

r.r
I [JB:,:*'''

Then in 2016, Weinstock submittecl .-urtS
her ideS t:,11"^"_nlomen of NASA" ,6,&
set to the LEGO Ideas website. \ \
Fans and the company \ i\ J

November. it, rocketecl to
the top of Amazon's best-

f seillingtoy list in a matter
of hours. Weinstock
spoke with Scienee World' about how the inspiring
set became a realily.

/////////////////////////////i,

18 MlRcHs.zora

/...,///////;/ \s & $.*i; ut.rt" E.r'M
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,LEGOtH
/CREAM
) Former Scren ce World editor
f Maia Weinstock brings female') sctentists, engineers, and
/'. explorers to the world of LEGO'
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from different areas

of NASA. Margaret

Hamilton supported
spaceflight as a

software engineer.

That's a very different
job than that of an

astronaut like

. Mae Jemison.

I also wanted

someone who

had nothing

to do with the

human-spaceflight
program. Nancy

Grace Roman was

a longtime astronomer

who oversaw the plan

to create the Hubble

Space Telescope.

I chose people of

different ages and

backgrounds. And I chose

a mix of some who were

famous, like astronaut

Sally Ride, and others who

weren't as well known.

What do you hope
people will take
away from the set?
I hope that it will inspire

boys and girls of all ages.

It's especially exciting to

showcase STEM (science,

technology, engineering,

and math) role models for
girls. lt's important for kids

to see examples of scien-

tists who look like them.

What I'd ultimately love

would be if kids who play

with this set today go on

to become the first Mars

explorers, the engineers

who helped them get to the

Red Planet, or computer
scieniists who helped code
the missionl #

-Jennifer Barone

rat led you to begin

kering with LEG0

ni-figures?
2009, I was working on

animated movie about

e British mathematician

Ja Lovelace. While lwas
larching for material

rout her for the animators,

iiscovered that someone

ad made a mini-figure of

cvelace. I thought it would

e great to do the same
.ing for living scientists.

I made my first mini-
gure of Carolyn Porco,

, planetary scientist and

;ood friend of mine. At

rst I didn't know how to

nd parts, but I mixed and

ratched pieces from other

:ini-figures. lt came out
.eally well, so I continued

raking more, posting

rhotos of them online, and

3iving them to the people

:hey were modeled after.

How did you come up

with the idea for the
"Women of NASA" set?
I had proposed a couple

of previous projects on

the LEGO ldeas website

that didn't get to the

1 0,000-vote requirement

to become a set. Then I

got the idea to combine
women and NASA. I chose

software engineer Margaret

Hamilton, astronauts Mae

Jemison and Sally Ride,

and astronomer Nancy

Grace Roman. I had a

feeling it would be

pretty popular.

But I knew that
l'd need more than
just the mini-

figures. Since it

was a LEGO set,

there would have

to be a building

element as well. So

I created vignettes,

or scenes-including
a telescope and space

shuttle-that people could
put together to show the

mini-figures at work.

Why did you select these
particular women?
I had several criteria for
the women I chose. First, I

wanted to include people

li,
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ESSENTIAL
QUESTION:

What is
cancer? Why
do you think

this illness
might be hard

to treat?

A revolutionary new treatment gives hope to
people fighting a deadly disease

& ffi $ hen Emilv Whitehead was

& $ q $ 5 years old, bruises began to

t # q # appear on her legs. Her gums

q f B S bled when she brushed her

Ed W teeth. Then she woke up one

night in excruciating pain. Her parents rushed

her to the emergency room. Doctors diagnosed

Emily with a type of childhood blood. cancer-a
disease caused by abnormal cell growth. When

two years of treatment with traditional medica-

tions failed to stop her cancer, Emily became

the first kid to receive a groundbreaking new

therapy. It would end up saving her life. "I was

so happy because I knew I'd finally get to go

home with my family," says Emily, now 12.

Emily suffered from a tlpe of cancer called

acute lymphoblasti,c Leukemia (ALL). "Cancer in

kids is rare, but ALL is the most common," says

Dr. Stephan Grupp, apedi,atri,c oncologist-a
doctor who cares for children with cancer-
who treated Emily at the Children's Hospital of
Philadelphia in Pennsylvania.

About 3,000 kids are diagnosed with ALL

each year. Roughly 85 percent ofthem recover

20 MnRcH s.eore VtStT SCHOLASTTC.COM/SCIENCEWORLD fO: @ Watcn a video @ Oownload skills sheets @ View leveled text
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from the disease afler
undergoing chemo-

thera,py.In Emily's

case, however, these

medications didn't
kill the cancerous

cells in her body. Her

last hope was a clinical
trial, or experimental

study. It would test a treat-

ment called C4-B-7 that uses a

patient's own cells to kill off cancer.

For Emily, the treatment was a success.

Five years later, she remains cancer-

free. "I got to go back to the hospital to hang up

my five years cancer-free photo," says Emily.

Last year, the U.S. Food and Drug

Administration approved the therapy that helped

Emily. It can now be used to treat other kids

with ALL. The agency also approved a similar
therapy to combat a blood cancer in adults

called non-Hodgkin's lymphoma. Both therapies

could help thousands of people suffering from
previously untreatable forms of cancer.

('ancer can strike any part of the body.

Emilys leukemia originated within her bone

lnovyoll. This soft tissue within bones makes

blood cells (see Blood, Breakd,ottn, right). "In
leukemia patients, parts of their blood grow in
ways that they shouldn't," explains Grupp.

In people with ALL, their bone marrow
makes underdevelopedB-cells. This type of
white blood cell normally helps the immune
sAStenL fight infections. But Emily's cancer cells

multiplied out of control, crowding out notmal
B-cells. Without enough healthy immune cells,

Emily became extremely tired and experienced

fevers, infections, and bleeding.

When an initial round of chemotherapy failed

to cure Emily's cancer, she began a second,

stronger round. Patients with ALL who need

additional chemotherapy have only a 30 percent

chance ofbeing cured. Just four months after her

second round of chemotherapy, Emily's cancer

retumed. "We lanew we had to try something

different or Emily would likely die," says Grupp.

The only option was to enter Emily in a
clinical trial, led by Grupp. It would test an

experimental treat-
ment on kids with
ALL whose cancer

didn't respond to
chemotherapy.

Enrolling in a clinical
trial-particularly one

in an early phase-can
be risky, because scien-

tists and doctors haven't yet

determined if the treatment is

safe or effective. For Emily and her

parents, there was no other choice.

The clinical trial was studying the

safety of chimeric antigm receptor T-cell

therapg, or CAR-T for short. The treatment

would use Emily's own immune cells-another
type of cell called T-cells-to kill the cancerous

B-cells (see How CAR-T Works, p. 22). T-cells

naturally attack invaders in the body. But in
AJ,L, they don't recognize the harmful B-cells.

During the trial, doctors collected T-cells

from Emily's blood. AII cells contain DNA-a
Continuecl on the next poge )
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BLOOD BREAKDOWN
Blood is made up of three main types of

cells-all made within bone marrow inside

bones. Platelets help to form clots that stop

a wound from bleeding. Red blood cells

carry oxygen to other cells throughout the

body. And white blood cel/s protect the

body against disease.

PLATELETS RED
BLT]T]D
CELLS

tffir
B-cell T-cell

WHITE BLOOB CELLS
B-cells and T-cells
are two types of

white blood cells.
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molecule that
candes instmctions
for how a cell func-
tions. In the lab,

scientists insefted a

\ew gene-a unit of
hereditary material-
into the DNA of the
T-cells they'd gathered. The
gene told the cells to produce

a protein-a large, bioiogical
molecule-to recognize cancerous B-cells.

The reprogrammed T-cells were then injected
back into Emily's bloodstream, where doctors
hoped they would seek out and destroy the
malfunctioning B-cells. "The therapy teaches a
person's own cells how to do something new
that they couldn't do before," explains Grupp.

mvmR [ffi Mt{$ ffi rffi MpL!f;A.rime$$
In April 2012; Emily received the first of three

infusions of reprogrammed T-cells. But after
the flnal infusion, she experienced a dangerous

A gene is inserted
into the DNA of the
collected T-cells,
directing them to

produce a protein on
their surfaces.

side effect. The immune response triggered by
the reprogrammed TLcells caused inflammation
in Emily's body. Her temperature rocketed to
41"C (105'F). Her blood pressure fell, and she

had difficulty breathing. Doctors put Emity on
auenti\ator-a machine that helps a patient
breathe. Then they induced a coma-a state of
unconsciousness-to keep her alive.

Grupp had to act quickly to reduce the
in-flammation without also stopping

the reprogrammed T-cells that
were fighting Emily's cancer. He

tried something out of the ordi-
nary-a medication normalll'
used to treat arthNtis, a
disease that causes inflam-
mation throughout the joints

of the body. Grupp made the

right call, and Emily's condition
quickly stabilized. Ttwo weeks

' Iater, she woke up from her coma

to discover she was cancer-free. "A1l

of us just starled hugging and crying,"
says Tom, Emily's dad.

"I always tell people to keep fighting," says

Emily. "Never give up."

The lessons learned from Emily's treatment
helped pave the way for curing others. Since the
start of the clinical triai, CAR-T has cured more
than 150 kids, almost half of whom experienced
the same side effects that almost killed Emily.
Toda;r, more than 500 trials are testing similar
immunotherapies to treat different forms of
cancer. "These new therapies are an important
and powerf'ul new tool in the toolbox to fight

#'{G."a."-ry+r*'.,-riffi. . .*o*Fr
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Do you think
CAR-T should
completely
replace
chemotherapy
to treat
ALL? WhY
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T-cells are removed
from a patient's blood.

cancer," says Grupp. #
-Andreu 

KLei.n

This treatment harnesses the power of a patient's own immune system to fight off cancer cells within his or her body.
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The reprogrammed
cancer-killing T-cells
are grown in a lab.
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I

The T-cells are infused
back into a person's

bloodstream.

The protein on the
sudace of the

reprogrammed T-cells
recognizes a protein on
cancer cells, allowing
the T-cells to kill them.

Protein
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Fish Eats
Mole

ast May, Monroe MacKinneY

reeled in a fish from a Pond

in Fair Grove, Missouri, onlY

to discover that he'd caught

two animals instead of one. Inside

the throat of the largemouth bass

MacKinney had hooked, he found

a surprising stowawaY-a mole'

When the fisherman saw the small

furry mammal, he was so startled

he dropped his catch.

MacKinneY thinks the fish must

ffim* have eatenlhe mole, which

Yffi then drowned inside

+-^ 
*.-ffi 

the fish's mouth as it

*H* ffi"ffi srvam undenvater'

ffi mrgemouthbass

ffi usuallyPreYon

-:d small flsh, which

:t they swallow w-hole.

But bass aren't PickY

:r* eaters and have been

observed gulPing down

birds, turtles, and snakes.

"If it can fit in their throat,

they'll try to eat it," says MacKinney'

The real mYSterY is how the mole

ended up in the water-giving the bass

a chance to snag it-in the first place'

Moles are subte,tvanean arrimals' They

live underground, digging tunnels and

feeding on earthworms and insects'

But hear,y rains in the area could have

flooded the mole's butYow-ahole

where an animal lives-sweeping the

mole into the pond. Another explana-

tion is that a bird of prey like a hawk

or an eagle could have grabbed the

mole, Iost its grip, and accidentally

dropped the mole into the water'

Once in the Pond, the mole was

fair game for the hungry bass'

MacKinney, though, didn't keeP

his odd catch. He snaPPed a

photo of the flsh and mole

and released the bass back

into the water' "It was alive

and kicking with a good

meal," he saYS.

-KatluYn 
Free
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FISHERMAN:
Monroe
MacKinneY
with his
strange catch
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ln ,,LEGO Creator" (p.18), you read about Maia weinstock, who designed the new

,,Women of NASA,;'ugdO .et. Follow the design process below to come up with

your own sTEM-focused mini-figure set. Then enter your idea in our contest!

tt
STATE YOUR

OBJECTIVE
What is the theme of

your set? Which

real-life scientists

would it feature, and

why? Why do You think

kids will be interested

in building this set?

Research your idea to

find out as much as

you can. Write an

explanation of Your

idea and the scientists,

objects, and settings.

lnclude information

about the constraints.

BRAINSTORM
SOLI.'TION5
Think about how You

could turn Your idea

from step 1 into a realitY'

What parts-such as

mini-figures, vehicles,

props, and settings-will
you need to build the

set? Come uP with

several different

designs. Write a detailed

description of how each

would look. You could

also draw sketches or

diagrams to helP You

envision Your Plan.

PLAN ANB
IMPROVE IT
Pick your best idea

from steP 2. Then Pair

up with a classmate

and discuss Your

designs. Offer each

other ideas on elements

that might need to be

tweaked or added to

improve your sets.

OPTIMIZE YOUR

NESIGN
Based on the feedback

you received in steP 3,

make adjustments to Your

original design. KeeP

going back to the drawing

board until You're

satisfied. Then enter Your

finished set's design Plan

in our contest (below).

6"i{{ir.ii-r'A:t;"ti;:t;;;;ffi xilrs.

TEST YOUR SCIENCE SMARTS
Play our science trivia game online! Just

click this button in the digital edition and

select whether you'd like questions from

this issue only or from our archive.

CHECK US OUT

5i
ONLINE

m
@ScholasticTeach i ScholasticTeachers

ffi Scienceworld@scholastic'com
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